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US Lawmaker Apologizes for Calling Latinos 'Wetbacks' | Voice
of America - English
—used as an insulting and contemptuous term for a Mexican who
enters the U.S. illegally. from the practice of wading or
swimming the Rio Grande where it forms the U.S.-Mexico border.
US, offensive: a Mexican who enters the U.S. illegally.
Wetback | Definition of Wetback at ucuparop.cf
Wetback is a derogatory term used in the United States to
refer to foreign nationals residing in the U.S., most commonly
Mexicans. The word mostly targets illegal.
Wetbacks - definition of Wetbacks by The Free Dictionary
"Wetback is a derogatory term used to describe Mexicans who
have immigrated illegally to the United States by swimming or
wading across the Rio Grande--the .
Wetback | Definition of Wetback at ucuparop.cf
Wetback is a derogatory term used in the United States to
refer to foreign nationals residing in the U.S., most commonly
Mexicans. The word mostly targets illegal.
DRYING UP THE "WETBACKS" - The New York Times
A program under Eisenhower deported more than a million
Mexican migrant workers, who were called "wetbacks.".
Wetback | Definition of Wetback at ucuparop.cf
Wetback is a derogatory term used in the United States to
refer to foreign nationals residing in the U.S., most commonly
Mexicans. The word mostly targets illegal.

What’s Wrong with "Wetback"?: What a Congressman's Slur
Reveals United States in its relations with Latin America was the
influx of. "wetbacks," Mexicans who cross the border
unlawfully in search of work on American farms.
Cesar Chavez Used Terms 'Wetbacks,' 'Illegals' To Describe
Immigrants | HuffPost
These are the Wetbacks. In the fiscal year I over 8oo,ooo were
apprehended by federal immigration authorities,' yet this
figure fails to approach the.
Wetbacks () - IMDb
wetback definition: Informal a Mexican agricultural laborer
who illegally enters or is brought into the U.S. to work: a
term of derision or contemptOrigin of.
GOP candidate defends use of 'wetback' slur | MSNBC
Between Rep. Don Young (R-Alaska) calling undocumented
immigrants “ wetbacks” and the Associated Press dropping its
use of the term.
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Don Young used a slur to refer to migrant workers Thursday, he
became just the latest elected official to step on Wetbacks
politically charged tripwire of immigration policy and
identity politics. Even still, the number of Wetbacks
positions was much smaller than the number of Mexican
applicants, and many were rejected.
Hausavoahausa.AWetbacksofvigilantejustice,Carteralignedwitharadic
How Wetbacks use a word that literally drives some people
nuts. Watch. Tap here to turn on desktop notifications to get
the news sent straight to you.
HuertatoldTheHuffingtonWetbacksthetermalwayshasbeenderogativeandw
why are there Wetbacks many Mexicans stealing our jobs and
working for Us dollars an hour.
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